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Abst rac t - -For  a distance dependent potential ¢, Newtonian dynamics i  characterized bycon- 
servation of energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum. In addition, the basic dynamical 
equations are covariant, hat is, invariant under fundamental coordinate transformations. In this 
paper, it is shown that related N-body problems can be solved numerically in such a fashion that, 
independently of the time step, the identical conservation laws continue to be valid for the approxi- 
mating difference equations. In addition, the numerical method is covariant. 
Keywords- -N-body problems, Energy conservation, Momentum conservation, Systems of ordi- 
nary differential equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When the force between two particles of an N-body problem depends only on the distance 
between the particles, the system conserves energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum. 
Also, the Newtonian dynamical equations are covariant; that is, they retain their structure under 
fundamental coordinate transformations. In this paper, we will demonstrate how such systems 
can be solved by a numerical procedure which conserves exactly the same system invariants as 
does the differential system. In addition, we will show that the approximating difference quations 
will also be covariant. In practice, the methodology is implicit and therefore less economical than 
other methods. However, when such quantities as energy must be conserved, the method is of 
value. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
For clarity, we proceed in three dimensions with a fundamental N-body problem, that is, with 
N -- 3. Extension to arbitrary N follows using entirely similar ideas and proofs as for N = 3. 
Throughout, cgs units are used. 
For i -- 1, 2, 3, let Pi of mass rni be at ?'i -- (xi, Yi, zi) at time t. Let the positive distance 
between Pi and Pj, i ~ j ,  be rij, with rij = rii. Let ¢(rij) = ¢ij, given in ergs, be a potential 
for the pair Pi, Pj. Then the Newtonian dynamical equations for the three-body interactions are 
d2~'~ 0¢ ~ - ~'j 0¢ ~'~ - ~'k i = 1, 2, 3, (1) 
mi dr----- Y - Orij rij vOrik rik ' 
where j=2andk=3when i= l ; j= l  andk=3when i=2; j= l  andk=2when i - -3 .  
System (1) conserves energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum. In addition, it is 
covariant; that is, it has the same functional form under translation, rotation, and uniform 
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relative motion of coordinate frames. Our problem is to devise a numerical scheme for solving 
system (1) from given initial data so that the numerical scheme is also covariant and preserves 
the very same system invariants. 
3. NUMERICAL  METHODOLOGY 
For h > 0, let tn = nh, n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  At time tn, let P~ be at ~,n = (x~,n,y~,n, zi,n) with 
velocity vi,n = (vi,x,n, vi,v,n, vi,z,n) and denote the distances IP1P21, ]PIP3h IP2P31 by ri2,n, r13,n, 
r23,n, respectively. We now approximate he second order differential system (1) by the first order 
difference system 
~i,n+l - r~,. ~i,~+1 + vS,~ 
At - 2 ' (2) 
m ~, .+1 - vS,~ _ ¢ ( r~,n+l )  -- ¢(r~j,~) 5 ,~+1 + r~,~ -- 6 ,n+~ -- rS,. (3) 
At  rij,n+l -- rij,n rij,n+l ~- rij,n 
rik,n+l -- rik,n rik,n+l q- rik,n ' 
with j=2andk=3when i= l ; j= landk=3when i=2; j= l  andk=2when i=3.  
System (2)-(3) constitutes 18 implicit recursion equations for the unknowns Xi,n+a, Yi,n+l, 
Zi,n+l, Vi,x,n+l, Vi,y,n+l, Vi,z,n+l in the 18 knowns Xi,n, Yi,n, Zi,n, Vi,x,n, Vi,y,n, Vi,z,n, i --~ 1,2;3. 
These equations can be solved readily by Newton's method [1] to yield the numerical solution. 
4. CONSERVATION LAWS 
Let us show now that the numerical solution generated by (2)-(3) conserves the same energy, 
linear momentum, and angular momentum as does (1). Consider first energy conservation. For 
this purpose, define 
wN = ~ m~(e~, ,~+~- '~.,,1. (~'"+-- ~'") . 
n=O k i= l  
(4) 
so that 
so that 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 ~ 1 2 1 2 
WN = ~mlVl ,  N + ~m2v2, N + ~m3v3, g -- ~mlVl, 0 -- ~m2v2, 0 -- ~m3v3, 0,
WN = KN -- Ko. (5) 
Insertion of (3) into (4) implies, with some tedious but elementary algebraic manipulation, 
N-1  
WN ~- Z ( - - (~12,n+l  -- (~13,n+l -- ~b23,n+l "~- ~bl2,n -{- q)13,n -[" (~)23,n) 
n=0 
Wg = --¢g + ¢0. (6) 
Elimination of WN between (5) and (6) then yields conservation of energy; that is, 
KN+ON=Ko+¢o,  N = 1,2 ,3 , . . . .  
Moreover, since K0 and ¢0 depend only on initial data, it follows that K0 and ¢0 are the same 
in both the continuous and the discrete cases, so that the energy conserved by the numerical 
Note, relative to (4), that since we are considering specifically the three-body problem, the 
symbol N in the summation (4) is now simply a numerical time index. Then, insertion of (2) 
into (4) yields 
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method is exactly that of the continuous system. Note also that the proof was independent of h. 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Independently of h, the numerical method of Section 3 is energy conserving; that 
is 
KN+¢N=Ko+¢o,  N= 1,2, . . . .  
Next, the linear momentum/t~i(t,~) =/t~i.,, of P~ at tn is defined to be the vector 
= (7) 
The linear momentum Mn of the three-body system at time tn is defined to be the vector 
3 
i=1 
Now, from (3), 
ml(V l ,n+l  -- Vl,n) + m2(v2,n+l -- V2,n) + m3(,73,n+l - ~73,n) -= 6. (9) 
Thus, in particular, for n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
ml(Vl,x,,~+l - vl,x,n) + m2(v2,x,n+l - v2,x,n) + m3(v3,x,n+l - v3,x,n) = 0. (10) 
Summing both sides of (10) from n = 0 to n = N - 1 implies 
mlVl,x,N + m2V2,x,N + m3V3,x,N = C1, N > 1, (11) 
in which 
Similarly, 
mlVl,x,o + m2v2,x,o + m3V3,x,O = C 1. (12) 
mlVl,y,N -[- m2v2,y,N + m3V3,y,N = C2, 
mlvl,z,N + m2V2,z,N + m3~)3,z,N ---- C3, 
(13) 
(14) 
in which 
mlVl,y,o + m2V2,y,O -[- m3v3,y,o = C2, 
ml~)l,z,0 + m2V2,z,O + m3V3,z,O = C3. 
(15) 
(16) 
Thus, 
3 
ffln = Z l~l~,n = (C1,C2, C3) =/t~o, n = 1,2,3, . . . ,  
i=1 
which is the classical law of conservation of linear momentum. Note again that M0 depends only 
on the initial data. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Independently ofh, the numerical method of Section 3 conserves linear momentum; 
that is, 
/t~n =/t40, n= 1,2,3 . . . . .  
We turn finally to angular momentum. The angular momentum f~i,n of Pi at tn is defined to 
be the vector 
= md i,  × (17) 
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The angular momentum of a three-body system at tn is defined to be the vector 
It then follows readily that 
Thus, 
Ln ~ Z Li,n. 
i=1  
1 
£~,.+1 - i i ,  n = ~m~(e~,.+l + ~'~,n) x (~, .+~ - ~,.). 
1 
~_~mi(r'i,n+l + gi,n) x (v~,~+l -v~,n). (18) 
i----1 
However, substitution of (3) into (18) yields, after some tedious calculation, 
Ln+l - f~n = 6, n = 1,2 , . . . ,  
which implies, independently of h, the conservation of angular momentum. Note again that/~0 
depends only on initial data. Thus, the following theorem has been proved. 
THEOREM 3. Independently of h, the numerical method of Section 3 conserves angular momen- 
tam; that is, 
/~n =/~0, n = 1,2,3, . . . .  
5.  COVARIANCE 
Let us begin the discussion of covariance as simply as possible. When a dynamical equation is 
structurally invariant under a transformation, the equation is said to be covariant or symmetric. 
The transformations we will consider are translation, rotation, and uniform relative motion. We 
will concentrate on two dimensional systems, because the related techniques and results extend 
directly to three dimensions. A general Newtonian force will be considered, so that the particular 
type of force discussed in Sections 2-4 will be included in the discussion as a special case. Finally, 
we will concentrate on the motion of a single particle P of mass m, with the extension to the 
N-body problem following in a natural way. And though the assumptions just made may seem 
to be excessive, it will be seen shortly that they make the required mathematical methodology 
readily transparent. 
Suppose now that a particle P of mass m is in motion in the XY plane and that for At = h > 0 
its motion from given initial data is determined by a force F(tn) = Fn = (Fx,n, Fv,n) and by the 
dynamical difference quations 
Fx,n = m(vx,n+l - vx,n) 
h ' (19) 
m(~, .+1 - v~,.) (20) F~,n= h 
X* * Our problem is as follows. Let x -- f l(x*, y*), y = f2( , y ) be a change of coordinates. Under 
this transformation, let Fx,n * * = F~.,n, F~,n = F~.,n. Then we will want to prove that in the X'Y*  
system the dynamical equations of motion are 
F ; .~  = m(vx.,~+i - v~.,n) (21) 
h 
f~ .n  = m(v~.,~+, - ~ . ,~)  (22) 
h 
which will establish covariance. 
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In consistency with (2), we have, in particular, 
Xn+l -- Xn Vx,n+l "4- Vx,n X* * -~ n+l  -- Xn Vz*,n+l "{'- "Ox*,n 
h 2 ' h 2 
Yn+l -- Yn _ Vy,n+l + Vy,n Yn+l -- Y~ Vy.,n+l + Vy*,n 
h 2 ' h 2 
Relative to (23) and (24), the following lemma will be of value. 
LEMMA 1. Equations (23) and (24) imply  
2 
VX, 1 = ~(X l  -- XO) -- Vx,O; 
2 
vu,1 = ~(Yl - Y0) - Vu,o; 
, 
v~.,~ = ~(x l  - x ; )  - v~. ,o ,  
2 . 
v~.,x = ~(Yl - Y~) - v~.,o, 
2[ 
vx,n = -~ xn + ( - l )nxo  + 2 
2 [~;, + (-1)"x; + 2 VX% n ~ -~ 
v~,. = ~ w + ( - I )%o + 2 
2 [ / 1,n * V~*,n = -~ y~ + ~-- ) Y0+2 
n-1  
~(-1)Jx._j + (-1)",~,0, 
j= l  
n -1  
j • ~(-1) x._~ 
j= l  
n--1 
E( -1 ) Jyn -  + (-1)nvy,o,  
j= l  
n - I  ] 
j --~l- J * (1) Yn-j + (-1)nvy',O, 
n>2,  
n + ( - I )  vx-,o, n >_ 2, 
n_>2, 
n>2.  
The proof is immediate by mathematical induction. 
THEOREM 4. Equat ions (19)-(20) are covariant relative to the translation 
x* = x - a, y* = y - b; a, b constants. 
PROOF. Define vz,o = vx.,o, v~,0 = v~*,0. Then, from (25), 
2 . 
vx,1 = ~[ (x l  + a) - (x; + a)] - v:-,o = ~. ,1 .  
Similarly, 
For n > 2, (27) yields 
Vy,1 = Vy*,l. 
n l ] 
vx,n = -~ (x~, + a) + (-l)n(x~ + a) + 2 E(-1)J(x*_j + a) + (-1)nvz.,o . 
j=l 
However, by the Lemma, for both n even and n odd, (30) implies 
VX, n = V~*n. 
Similarly, 
Vy,n ~. Vy*,n. 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(2v) 
(2s) 
(29) 
(30) 
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Thus, for all n = 0, 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  
VX, n = Vx=,n ,
Vy,n : Vy*,n. 
(31) 
(32) 
Thus, 
Similarly, 
Fx* ,n  : Fx ,n  : m vx 'n+l  -- vx ,n  
h 
and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 5. Under the rotation 
VX* ,n~I  - -  VZ*n  
~.~.m ~ 
h 
F ; . ,n  = m VY*'n+l - -  Vy*'n 
h 
x* = x cos 0 + y sin 0, 
y* -- ycos0-  xsin0, 
(33) 
where 0 is the smallest positive angle measured in the counter-clockwise direction &om the X to 
the X* axis, equations (19)-(20) are covariant. 
The proof follows along the same lines as that of Theorem 4 after one defines vx.,0 and PROOF.  
vy*,o by 
and observes that 
vz*,o = vx,o cos O + vy,0 sin O, 
vy.,o = vy,o cos 0 - vx,o sin 0, 
(34) 
F~.,n = Fx,n cos 0 + Fy,n sin O, 
F~.,,~ = F~,n cos 0 - Fx,,~ sin O. 
(35) 
THEOREM 6. Under relative uniform motion of coordinate systems, equations (19) - (20)  are 
covariant. 
PROOF. Consider first motion in one dimension. Assume then that the X and X* axes are in 
relative motion defined by 
x n = xn - ctn, n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (36) 
in which c is a positive constant. If vx,0 is the initial velocity of P along the X axis, let vx.,o 
along the X* axis be defined by 
Hence, for n -- 1, 
For n > 2, 
Vx*,O = Vx,O -- C. 
2 
Vx,1 = -~ [(X~ -[- Ct l )  -- (X~ + Ct0)] -- Vx,O : Vx*,l  q- C. 
(37) 
2{ 1 } 
Vx,n ---- -~ x* + (-1)nx~ + 2 E ( -1 ) Jx*_5  + (-1)nVx,o 
j= l  { 1 } 
+--~- tn + (-l)nto q - 
j---I 
But, 
n-1 f 0, n even, 
tn + (-1)nt0 + 2  ](-1)stn_j = 
5=1 ]" h, nodd.  
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Thus, with the aid of the lemma, it follows that for both n odd and even, 
VX,n m. VX. ,  n ~_ C. 
Thus, for all n = 0, 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  
. Vx* ,n+l  ~- C -- Vx* ,n  - -  C 
Fx* 'n  = Fx 'n  = m'  h 
Vx. ,n+l  - Vx . ,n  
=m 
h 
Under the assumption that 
y* = y - dtn 
in which d is a constant, one finds similarly that 
Yy*,n+l -- Vy*,n 
F~*,n = m 
h 
and the covariance is established. 
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